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ABSTRACT 
People nowadays can use multiple devices to interact with notifca-
tions, whether via noticing, glancing, reading, or acting upon them. 
Prior research has focused on actual usage or on device prefer-
ences. However, users’ ideal experience of cross-device notifcation-
interaction might difer from their current practices (due to situa-
tional limitations) and/or across the four notifcation-interaction 
stages. We therefore conducted an experience-sampling method 
study with multi-device users to investigate these gaps and the 
infuence of device context. Our results reveal that nearly half of 
the time, the non-phone devices the participants had ranked as their 
top preferences for notifcation-interaction were not actually used, 
due to the devices’ context. Beyond device context, the participants’ 
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choices of devices for notifcation-interaction were heavily deter-
mined by 1) their preferences that particular notifcation-interaction 
stages to take place (or not) on particular devices; and 2) the device 
on which they had undertaken the former stage. 
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1   INTRODUCTION   usage,   remains   unclear.   We   regard   flling   these   gaps   as   essential   to   

Amid   advances   in   mobile   Internet   and   the   increasing   maturity   creating   an   efective   multi-device   notifcation   ecosystem.   
of                                        modern   mobile   operating   systems,   smartphones   and   a   growing   To do so, we have adapted a four-stage typology of the N-I
variety of applications (apps) available for use on                                                             these   phones   have   process from Turner et al. [67], which includes four N-I stages –
become   increasingly   popular.   In recent years,                                        smartphones   have   Notice, Glance, Read, and Act – and ask the following research   

been       joined   in   the   market   by   an   array   of   other   popular   devices   such   questions:
as   tablets   and   wearables   like   smartwatches   and   smart   wristbands   

•  RQ1: What[6, 9, 46].       are   multi-device   users’   ideal   and   actual   usage            Thus,   people   can   now   receive   information   from   apps   via   
of   devices   for   proceeding   to   each   of   the   four N-I stages,all of                these   devices’   notifcation   systems,   and   in   theory,   this   enables   
respectively?them   to   fexibly   choose   between   devices   that   they   think   suitable       
RQ2:for specifc tasks [29, 60]. For example, multi-device users can send •     At   which   of   the   four   N-I   stages,   and   to   what   extent,                                    
does users’emails on one device but receive the replies on another, and access       actual   usage   of   devices   deviate   from   their   ideal                                       
usage?messaging       notifcations   via   all   devices   but   attend   to   and   respond   to   

them •  RQ3:   How   does   such   ideal   usage   and   any   gaps   between   them      on   whichever   device   they   prefer.   
relate to device context, respectively?However,   recent research has found that diferent types                                     of   de-

vices   are   not   perceived   as   equally   suitable   or   equally   preferred   for   To   answer   these   three   research   questions,   we   conducted   an   
receiving   all   types   of   notifcations   [25,   41,   76]   –   probably   because   experience-sampling   method   (ESM)   study   with   31   multi-device   
these   diferent   types   serve   diferent   purposes   [38],   and   thus   carry   users.   The   three   main   contributions   of   this   paper   are   as   follows.   
diferent   types   of   information   that   demand   varying   amounts   of   
attention,   levels   of   engagement,   and   subsequent   actions.   For   exam- •  It   shows   how   multi-device   users’   ideal   usage   of   their   devices   
ple,   addressing   some   notifcations   –   e.g.,   weather   reports   –   may   along   four   N-I   stages   are   associated   with   various   device   
only   demand   that   device   users   glance   at   them   [38],   whereas   a   news   contexts.   
notifcation   is   likely   to   demand   more   user   attention   in   the   form   of   •  It   reveals   where   gaps   between   their   actual   and   ideal   usage   of   
reading,   and   a   messaging   notifcation   may   prompt   users   not   only   their   devices   were   most   likely   to   occur   within   the   four-stage   
to   read   a   message   but   also   to   provide   a   response,   either   via   typing   N-I   process   
or   speaking.   The   fact   that   devices   have   screens   of   diferent   sizes,   •  It   highlights   that   users’   preferences,   device   contexts,   and   
afordances   for   diferent   kinds   of   input   and   output,   and   software   for   tendency   to   persist   through   the   stages   of   the   N-I   process   
supporting   diferent   types   of   interaction   with   notifcations   [24,   48]   using   the   same   device   all   play   a   vital   role   in   their   choice   of   
is   another   likely   reason   that   diferent   device   types   are   perceived   devices   for   N-I.   
as   suitable   or   unsuitable   for   performing   particular   kinds   of   interac-
tion   with   notifcations   [25,   76].   However,   prior   research   on   multi-
and   cross-device   user   behavior   has   not   taken   sufcient   account   2   RELATED   WORK   
of   how   diferent   phases   of   notifcation-interaction   [67]   (N-I;   e.g.,   2.1   Notifcation   Management   and   Multi-Stages   
merely   glancing   at   vs.   reading)   might   afect   users’   preferences   about   in   Interaction   Process   particular   devices   for   N-I   purposes.   

Moreover,   people’s      usage   of   devices          for   N-I   may   difer   The prevalence of   smartphone   notifcations   has   attracted   consid-actual
from their usage of the same device due to various factors, erable   research   attention.   Generally,   three                                          lines of   research   have   ideal
including but                                     not   limited   to   the   context   of   the   device,   e.g.,   whether   emerged. One line of research concerns the negative impacts of
it is accessible to them visually                                              [15]   or   physically   reachable   [76]   at   notifcations on people, such as raising their negative emotions
that moment. Some of these contexts, however,                                                    may   be   infuential   [52, 77, 79], causing interruption/disturbance to their task at hand
(or not) only to specifc interactions on specifc devices, due to [1,   33,   36,                                                            65], resulting in inattention [33], and so on.
the aforementioned diferences in devices’ attributes. For example, The   second   line   of   research   concerns   people’s   perceptions   and                           
reading   a   message   on                         a   computer   demands   that   the   computer   be   various interactions with their notifcations. Regarding perception,
visible,   whereas   feeling   vibration   from   a   wearable   device   [9, 26, 56] several   studies   have   suggested   smartphone   users’            preference   of   
and hearing an alert from a phone [33] do not demand                                                             any   such   communication-related notifcation over other types [43, 53, 55, 59];
minimum   level   of   visibility.   others   suggested   that   users   valued   urgent,   important,   and   attractive   

As a                                  result,   when   a   user’s   ideal   device   for   N-I   is   not   in   its   suitable   notifcations than otherwise [38, 43, 55, 59, 74]. Regarding interac-
context                         for   performing   a   particular   stage   of   N-I   at   a   particular   tion with notifcations, some researchers investigated smartphone
moment                      –   e.g.,   the   user   is   not   able   to   see   the   device’s   screen   when   users’ specifc notifcation-management practices, such as snooz-
wanting to glance at the notifcation, or not able to reply because ing/deferring   them   [3,   49,   73],   dismissing   them                                                [55], adjusting the
the device is not within easy reach – it is reasonable to expect alert   modality   of   notifcations   [12,   33],   and   deciding                                                whether to
that   the   user   will   defer   interaction   until   s/he   can   access   the   ideal   attend   to   them   after   speculating   about   their   sources   [11].   
device, or use an alternative device. Nevertheless, the extent to The   third   line   of   research   concerns   factors                                       that infuence peo-
which   devices’   contexts   are   related   to   their   owners’   ideal usage ple’s   receptivity   to         notifcations.   Factors   that   have   been   identifed   

of them for performing a particular N-I stage, and the extent to as   infuential                                                         include but not limited to: activity [22,   43,   51,   62],   
which people’s actual usage of devices deviates from such ideal                                                             psychological status [44, 52, 54, 61], social environment [7, 64],

notifcation   content   [22,   75],   the   sender   of   notifcation   [35,   43].   
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In   addition   to   exploring   infuential   factors,   prior   research   has   also   users’   perceptions   of   task’s   characteristics   played   a   vital   role   in   
successfully   predicted   people’s   high-receptivity   moments   for   receiv- their   choices   of   devices   [29].   
ing   notifcations,   including   at   interruptible   moments   [27,   47,   50,   68],   The   perceived   ft   between   tasks   and   devices,   expectedly,   has   
breakpoints   [1,   27,   28,   47,   49],   transitions   [27],   bored   moments   [54],   become   one   of   the   research   focus   in   the   multi-device   literature.   For   
sometimes   referred   to   as   opportune   moments   [21,   42,   50].   example,   Santosa   et   al.   [60]   in   their   study   found   that   smartphones   

Moreover,   other   researchers   looked   at   specifc   receptivity   mea- were   usually   used   for   managing   small   amounts   of   information   and   
sures   and   suggested   that   they   represent   distinct   interactions   with   non-primary   work,   such   as   messaging,   checking   calendars,   and   
notifcations   and   thus   should   be   treated   diferently.   One   commonly   listening   to   music   [29],   whereas   other   studies   showed   that   comput-
adopted   distinction   is   between   attentiveness   (how   often   and/or   ers   were   used   mainly   for   complex   tasks   related   to   work   or   study   
quickly   users   can   attend   to   notifcations)   and   responsiveness   (how   [8,   29,   31,   45].   Smartwatches,   on   the   other   hand,   were   commonly   
often   or   quickly   users   can   respond   to   notifcations).   For   example,   regarded   as   a   substitution   for   smartphones   [6];   however   Cecchinato   
Chang   et   al.   [12]   found   that   their   study   participants’   attentive- et   al.   [9]   suggested   that   smartphones   were   also   preferred   to   receive   
ness   to   messaging   notifcations   varied   between   ringer   modes,   but   proactive   recommendations   and   to   be   used   to   quickly   respond   to   no-
their   responsiveness   to   the   same   notifcations   did   not.   Lee   et   al.’s   tifcations   over   the   other   devices.   In   contrast,   research   showed   that   
[35]   fndings   showed   that   attentiveness   was   positively   correlated   tablets   were   primarily   used   by   their   users   for   consuming   content   
to   sender   closeness,   but   this   correlation   was   absent   for   respon- and   entertainment   such   as   reading,   playing   games,   and   watching   
siveness.   Wu   et   al.   argued   that   the   conceptual   diference   between   videos   [17,   29,   45,   80].   However,   occasionally   they   were   also   used   
attentiveness   and   responsiveness   depends   on   whether   users   prefer   to   cooperate   with   larger   devices   as   companion   devices   [29].   
to   attend   and   respond   to   notifcations   at   the   same   time   [78].   Chang   In   addition,   physical   environment   and   social   context   have   also   
et   al.   [10],   who   investigated   the   perceived   opportune   moment   for   in- been   found   to   infuence   users’   choices   of   devices   [29].   For   example,   
teracting   with   notifcations,   showed   that   participants’   perceptions   research   has   found   that   social   unobtrusiveness   and   acceptability   
of   the   opportune   moment   for   reading   and   acting   upon   notifca- has   made   users   choose   smartphone   over   computers   due   to   the   
tions   varied   in   their   preliminary   investigation.   Turner   et   al.   [66,   67]   latter’s   larger   size   that   would   capture   more   attention   [29,   48].   Larger   
proposed   a   four-stage   response   process   model,   including   steps   of   devices   are   also   less   preferred   than   smaller   ones   when   the   physical   
gaining   the   users’   attention   (react)   before   the   three   decisions   of   environment   has   specifc   space   constraints   such   as   in   a   kitchen   
which   the   user   decides   whether   to   fxate   on   the   notifcation   (focus),   [29,   31].   
whether   the   user   views   the   content   (read)   and   whether   they   act   on   Several   studies   have   also   investigated   multi-device   users’   pref-
the   notifcation   (act).   They   further   proposed   a   three-stage   model   erences   and   experiences   of   receiving   notifcations,   including   the   
[66],   consisting   of   stages   of   reachability,   engage-ability,   and   lastly,   factors   that   would   infuence   their   choices   of   devices   [25,   41,   76].   
receptivity.   Specifcally,   Weber   et   al.   [76]   showed   that   the   device   on   which   their   

Lastly,   several   studies   specifcally   focused   on   studying/predicting   study   participants   preferred   to   receive   notifcations   depended   on   
attentiveness   and   responsiveness   of   notifcations,   respectively.   their   locations,   the   number   of   people   nearby,   and   their   proxim-
Mashhadi   et   al.   [40]   indicated   that   a   notifcation   was   12   times   ity   to   the   devices.   For   example,   it   was   found   that   they   preferred   
more   likely   to   be   immediately   attended   to   when   they   came   with   smartphones   over   other   devices   for   receiving   notifcations   because   
notifcation   alerts.   Dingler   et   al.   [18]   found   that   smartphone   users   smartphones   were   usually   the   closest   device   to   them.   Likewise,   
are   attentive   to   their   notifcations   in   70%   of   their   wake   hours,   and   Mehrotra   et   al.   [41]   suggested   that   users’   physical   activity,   loca-
their   inattentiveness   sessions   would   last   for   merely   fve   minutes   in   tion,   network   connectivity,   applications   that   posted   notifcations,   
75%   of   occurrences.   Mehrotra   et   al.   showed   that   the   response   time   and   devices   they   used   for   previous   notifcations   would   infuence   
to   notifcations   covering   the   foreground   is   twice   as   fast   as   those   their   users’   behaviors   in   handling   notifcations.   Finally,   prior   re-
only   appended   to   the   notifcation   drawer   [43].   search   has   also   sought   to   develop   intelligent   systems   that   identify   

when   and   on   which   devices   the   system   should   deliver   notifcations   
[15,   41,   47].   

Nevertheless,   although   delivering   notifcations   to   multiple   de-
2.2   Multi-Device   Experiences   vices   brings   certain   convenience   to   users,   it   sometimes   also   intro-
Previous   research   showed   that   most   multi-device   users   have   a   duces   more   burden.   For   example,   sending   identical   notifcations   
positive   attitude   toward   multi-device   interaction   [46],   and   that   across   devices   introduces   continuous   interruptions   and   duplicate   
they   are   likely   to   utilize   several   devices   to   complete   their   work   for   notifcations   that   can   distress   users   [15].   Having   more   devices   also   
improving   their   overall   productivity   and   performance   [29].   The   means   more   confguration   and   coordination   among   devices,   which   
phenomenon   of   utilizing   multiple   devices   for   performing   various   is   a   trouble   for   people   who   do   not   often   change   notifcation   settings   
tasks   has   attracted   scholarly   attention,   with   a   focus   on   investi- [71].   In   addition,   not   only   that   switching   between   diferent   input   
gating   multi-device   usage   and   experiences.   For   example,   Yuan   et   and   output   modalities   on   multiple   devices   can   lead   to   users’   con-
al.   [80]   introduced   several   multi-device   usage   patterns,   including   siderable   overhead   [24,   58],   managing   information   across   multiple   
partitioning tasks, integrating multi-device usage, cloning tasks to 
other devices, expanding tasks to multiple devices, and migrating 
across devices. Jokela et al. [29], on the other hand, distinguished 
four patterns: sequential use, resource lending, related parallel use, 
and unrelated parallel use, and it was suggested that multi-device 
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devices sometimes can be also burdensome[17]. 
However, it is unclear how and when multi-device users’ actual 

usage deviates from their ideal usage of them, and how these gaps 
relate to the device context of their devices. The current paper sheds 
light on these issue. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1: The ESM questionnaire interface, with information 
about the sampled notifcation (a) and an example of an ESM 
questionnaire page (b) 

3   METHODOLOGY   ideal   (b)   device   usage   
3.1   ESM   Study   
To   answer   our   research   questions,   we   needed   our   research   partici-
pants   to   accurately   describe   their   daily   experiences,   interactions,   the   options   “This   interaction   did   not   need   to   take   place”   and   “This   
and   perceptions   in   their   normal   day-to-day   environments   [69].   To   interaction   did   not   happen”,   respectively.   It   is   notable   that   partici-
achieve   this   aim,   we   conducted   an   ESM   study   with   31   multi-device   pants   frequently   went   through   multiple   stages   of   the   N-I   process   
users.   Further   details   are   provided   below.   simultaneously   or   in   a   very   short   period   of   time,   such   as   when   they   

noticed, glanced at, andWe developed an             fully   read   a   notifcation   that   arrived   while   3.1.1   ESM   Research   Instruments.            Android   re-
they   were   using   their   phone.search app, which 1) recorded notifcations    In   such   cases,   they   were   expected   to                     that   arrived   on   its   users’   
report usingphones;       the   same   device   for   all   of   these   actions.      2)   determined   whether   the   arriving   notifcation   should   be   

Thirdly,sampled    the   respondents   provided   context.   Specifcally,   for   each      and   if   so,   delivered   an   ESM   questionnaire   pertaining   to   it   
N-I stage, they frst answered whether or not they wanted to pro-(as   described   in   section   3.1.2);   and 3) logged                                           phone-sensor   data.   
ceed   to   that   N-I   stage   at   the   time   they   received   the   notifcation,   with   

3.1.2   ESM   Qestionnaire.   Each   ESM   questionnaire   had   several   answer   options   of   “Yes”,   “No”,   and   “Not   sure.”   In   addition,   they   
parts,   as   shown   in   Figure   1.   On   the   frst   page,   the   respondent   was   reported   the   characteristics   of   the   notifcation   content,   which   in-
shown   information   about   the   sampled   notifcation.   The   ESM   ques- cluded   its   importance   [75],   attractiveness   [4],   and   task   relevance   
tionnaire   per   se   began   on   the   second   page.   On   each   page,   the   re- [22].   Next,   they   reported   the   applicability   of   four   dimensions   of   
spondent   saw   a   button   that   allowed   him/her   to   return   to   p.   1   to   device   context   [15,   76]   to   each   of   their   devices   at   the   time,   including   
review   the   information   about   the   target   notifcation   if   needed.   In- “Can   see   the   device’s   screen”   (View),   “Can   feel   or   hear   the   device”   
structions   below   this   button   stated   that   the   respondent   should   (Sense),   “Can   reach   the   device   with   my   hands”   (Reach),   and   “Can   
answer   the   ESM   questions   according   to   their   experience   at   the   time   take   out   the   device   for   use”   (Use).   They   also   reported:   whether   each   
when   the   sampled   notifcation   arrived,   the   purpose   being   to   include   device   had   been   used   for   anything   within   the   preceding   10   minutes   
low-receptivity   moments   at   which   they   could   not   or   did   not   see   [41];   their   location   [20,   76];   their   current   activity   [15,   19,   41,   43];   
their   devices.   In   the   ESM   questionnaire,   the   participants   were   frstly   their   level   of   engagement   in   that   activity   [35];   the   number   of   other   
asked   if   they   wanted   to   receive   the   sampled   notifcation   regardless   people   around   them   [64];   their   perceived   privacy   [9];   and   their   
of   what   device   it   was   received   on.   If   the   answer   was   negative,   they   perceptions   of   the   social   norms   prevailing   in   the   exact   time   and   
skipped   the   rest   of   the   questions   in   that   ESM   questionnaire.   place   being   discussed   [7,   49,   64].   Our   use   of   a   10-minute   threshold   

Secondly,   as   shown   in   Figure   2,   the   respondent   was   asked   about   in   this   case   was   inspired   by   Mehrotra   et   al.’s   [41]   fnding   that   users’   
his/her   actual   usage   of   devices   for   performing   each   of   the   four   N-I   decisions   about   handling   notifcations   are   impacted   by   the   device   
stages,   i.e.,   Notice   (noticing   the   alert   from   a   device),   Glance   (skim- they   used   for   handling   the   previous   notifcation   that   arrived   within   
ming   the   notifcation   to   gain   a   rough   idea   of   it),   Read   (reading   the   the   preceding   10   minutes.   In   explaining   our   device-use   questions   to   
full   content   of   the   notifcation),   and   Act   (acting   upon   the   notifca- the   participants,   we   told   them   that   as   long   as   they   were   conscious   
tion   content).   These   stages   were   slightly   modifed   from   Turner   et   of   and   could   recall   any   action   they   performed   on   a   device,   even   
al.’s   [67]   four-stage   response   process,   to   make   them   more   intuitive   simply   unlocking   it   or   checking   for   notifcations   on   a   locked   screen,   
for   our   study   participants   to   answer   –   an   example   being   the   change   they   should   consider   themselves   as   using   that   device   [57,   70].   
from   React   to   Notice   –   and   then   tested   for   their   understandability   Fourth,   the   ESM   respondents   reported   their   ideal   usage   of   de-
and   straightforwardness   in   a   pilot   study.   Specifcally,   the   ESM   re- vices.   For   each   of   the   three   latter   N-I   stages   that   the   participants   
spondents   were   asked   to   select   the   device   on   which   they   actually   reported   wanting   to   proceed   to,   they   ranked   up   to   four   devices   
performed   each   relevant   N-I   stage.   If   they   did   not   need   to   proceed   they   deemed   perfect   for   that   purpose.   For   the   Notice   stage,   however,   
to   a   particular   N-I   stage,   or   needed   to   but   did   not,   they   could   choose   they   were   asked   to   choose   all   devices   via   which   they   wanted   to   

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: ESM questions about the participants’ actual (a) and 
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notice   the   sampled   notifcation,   on   the   grounds   that   that   stage   is   bulletin-board   system   based   in   Taiwan).   We   posted   advertisements   
presumably   triggered   by   alerts   generated   by   multiple   devices,   and   on   social-media   pages   and   PTT   boards   themed   around   wearable   
is   not   necessarily   preceded   by   users’   attendance   to   only   one   of   and   other   mobile   technology.   Each   recruitment   ad   provided   a   link   
them.   Additionally,   for   each   device   they   selected,   they   were   asked   to   a   sign-up   form,   in   which   the   respondents   answered   a   set   of   ques-
for   the   way(s)   in   which   they   wanted   to   notice   the   notifcation   on   tions,   including   the   number   of   notifcations   they   received   daily,   
that   device.   The   four   options   were   “screen   turning-on   or   a   pop-up”,   and   the   frequencies   with   which   they   used   their   phones,   computers,   
“vibration”,   “ringer“,   “only   show   put   in   the   notifcation   drawer,"   and   tablets,   and   wearable   devices.   We   selected   participants   based   on   
they   could   select   all   that   applied.   the   following   criteria:   1)   they   had   used   at   least   three   of   the   four   

aforementioned   devices   to   receive   and   interact   with   notifcations;   
3.1.3   ESM   Mechanism.   Upon   installation   of   the   research   app,   par- 2)   they   received   an   average   of   more   than   10   notifcations   per   day;   
ticipants   selected   a   time-window   of   at   least   12   hours   during   which   and   3)   their   frequency   of   phone   use   was   at   least   once   per   two   hours.   
they   were   willing   to   receive   ESM   questionnaires   each   day.   To   diver- This   resulted   in   an   initial   pool   of   33   participants,   all   of   whom   par-
sify   the   time   periods   of   the   samples   of   participants’   multi-device   ticipated   in   the   study   for   a   full   14   days;   however,   two   had   their   
usage   experience,   the   research   app   divided   each   day   into   three   data   removed   because   they   told   us   that   they   had   misunderstood   
parts,   in   each   of   which   participants   would   only   see   up   to   four   ESM   the   meaning   of   several   ESM   questions.   
questionnaires.   Our   research   app   sampled   notifcations   and   decided   Therefore,   the   fnal   cohort   consisted   of   31   participants,   who   
whether   to   trigger   an   ESM   questionnaire   according   to   the   follow- ranged   in   age   between   20   and   58   (M   =   28.03;   SD   =   10.24).   They   
ing   criteria:   1)   the   sampled   notifcation   was   in   the   user-defned   included   19   students   and   12   non-students,   19   females   and   12   males.   
time-window;   2)   the   number   of   questionnaires   the   participant   had   All   owned   smartphones;   30   also   had   laptop/desktop   computers;   24,   
fnished   that   day   was   less   than   12;   3)   the   participant   had   not   sub- tablets;   and   22,   smart   wristbands   or   smartwatches.   
mitted   four   ESM   questionnaires   in   the   ongoing   segment   of   the   day;   
4)   at   least   one   hour   had   passed   since   the   last   questionnaire   was   sub-

         mitted;   and   5)   the   notifcation   was   not   a   duplicate   of   any   previously   3.3 Study Procedure
sampled   one.   The   research   app   also   ignored   system   notifcations   Due   to   the   COVID-19   pandemic,   each   participant   was   invited   to   an   

and   notifcations   of   which   the   priority   was   set   by   the   system   as   not   online   pre-study   meeting,   in   which   the   research   team   explained   the   

higher   than   zero,   since   these   notifcations   were   arguably   valuable   study   procedure   and   helped   participants   install   the   research   app.   
to   the   user   [59].   Our   app   also   balanced   the   types   of   notifcation   All   of   them   were   invited   to   participate   in   optional   online   post-study   

being   sampled:   i.e.,   when   it   recognized   that   a   larger-than-average   interviews,   and   30   accepted.   In   those   interviews,   the   questions   had   

number   of   notifcations   from   particular   external   apps   had   been   re- three   main   themes:   1)   how   and   why   they   switched   devices   across   
ceived,   it   lowered   the   probability   of   those   apps’   notifcations   being   the   four   N-I   stages;   2)   how   device   contexts   afected   their   device   

sampled   thereafter,   until   balance   across   external   apps   was   restored.   choices;   and   3)   the   reasons   behind   the   gaps   between   their   actual   
Whenever   an   arriving   notifcation   was   sampled,   the   research   app   and   ideal   usage,   if   any,   in   each   N-I   stage.   Participants   received   com-
sent   an   ESM   questionnaire   immediately   without   any   alert;   this   was   pensation   according   to   the   number   of   ESM   questionnaires   they   had   

to   prevent   an   alert   from   drawing   participants’   attention   to   their   fnished,   at   the   rate   of   NT$10   (at   the   time   of   submission,   approxi-
phones,   which   could   potentially   increased   their   use   of   the   phone   mately   US$0.32)   for   each   questionnaire.   If   they   participated   in   the   

and   thus   bias   our   results.   All   ESM   questionnaires   were   dismissed   if   post-study   interview,   they   were   given   an   additional   NT$300   (about   
responses   to   them   had   not   commenced   within   30   minutes   of   their   US$10).   This   study   was   approved   by   our   university’s   Research   

arrival,   a   time   threshold   adopted   from   prior   research   (e.g.,   [11]).   Ethics   Committee   for   Human   Subject   Protection.   
Due   to   the   complexity   of   the   questionnaire   and   the   mechanism   

of   the   ESM,   we   tested   our   ESM   with   14   pilot   participants   for   six   3.4   Data   Cleaning   and   Analysis   
months,   from   December   2021   to   May   2022.   During   this   time,   we   We   received   a   total   of   3,785   ESM   responses   from   the   original   33   par-
monitored   the   time   it   took   for   participants   to   complete   our   ESM   ticipants.   As   mentioned   earlier,   two   participants’   responses   (n=183)   
questionnaire   and   solicited   their   feedback   on   the   difculty   and   bur- were   removed,   leaving   3,602   (min=55   ,   max=163,   mean=116.19,   
den   of   answering   its   questions   in   diferent   situations.   We   also   tested   median=115).   We   then   removed   112   responses   that   participants   
whether   the   30-minute   threshold   was   adequate   for   participants   to   reported   as   being   incorrect,   and/or   within   which   the   answers   to   
have   interacted   extensively   with   the   sampled   notifcations   without   two   or   more   items   contradict   one   another:   e.g.,   that   their   device   
experiencing   difculty   recalling   their   experiences.   After   iteratively   was   not   in   any   of   the   device   contexts,   but   was   in   use   for   N-I   at   the   
adjusting   the   ESM   questionnaire   and   mechanism,   we   were   able   to   same   moment.   After   this   cleaning   process,   the   ESM   responses   from   
ensure   that   all   pilot   participants   were   able   to   complete   it   within   the   remaining   31   participants   numbered   3,490.   
three   minutes   on   average,   with   a   fnal   completion   time   of   117   sec- Participants’   ESM   responses   in   which   they   reported   not   wanting   
onds   (SD   =   204,   Mdn=   76),   which   was   within   the   acceptable   range   to   receive   the   sampled   notifcation   at   the   sampled   moment   were   
for   an   ESM   study,   i.e.   2-3   minutes   [5,   13,   16]).   We   then   proceeded   also   removed   (n=1,743),   on   the   grounds   that   they   did   not   go   on   to   
with   the   study   after   fnalizing   all   adjustments.   reveal   their   actual   and   ideal   device   usage.   This   left   a   fnal   dataset   

that   consisted   of   1,747   ESM   responses.   Among   these   responses,   
3.2   Recruitment   and   Participants   because   the   participants   owned   diferent   sets   of   multiple   devices,   
We   posted   recruitment   advertisements   on   several   social-media   plat- our   analysis   related   to   each   kind   of   device   only   took   account   of   
forms   including   Facebook,   Instagram,   and   PTT   (a   terminal-based   those   ESM   responses   from   participants   who   owned   that   device.   As   
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a   result,   the   numbers   of   ESM   responses   for   each   kind   of   device   for   the   Notice   N-I   stage,   in   the   analysis   below,   we   mainly   focus   on   
varied.   Specifcally,   they   were:   phone,   1,747;   computer,   1,601;   tablet,   the   three   latter   N-I   stages,   for   which   the   participants   had   to   rank   
1,390;   and   wearable   device,   1,184.   their   ideal   devices   per   stage,   and   on   their   single   most-ideal   device   

Given   that   our   main   target   outcome   was   whether   the   partici- for   proceeding   to   each   intended   N-I   stage.   Table   1   illustrates   that   
pants   chose   a   device   or   not   (either   actually   or   ideally),   we   mainly   phones   were   the   most   commonly   used   and   preferred   device   for   
examined   the   efects   of   various   factors   on   the   odds   of   such   an   interacting   with   notifcations   across   all   N-I   stages,   while   tablets   
outcome’s   occurrence.   Such   factors   included   device   type   and   N-I   were   rarely   used   and   not   considered   the   ideal   device   by   participants.   
stage.   To   investigate   the   diferences   between   levels   of   these   cate- Participants   primarily   used   and   preferred   to   use   wearable   devices   
gorical   variables,   we   used   mixed-efects   logistic   regression   with   the   to   notice   (actual:   9.3%,   ideal:   35.5%)   and   glance   at   (8.6%;   ideal:   9.0%)   
“lmerTest” 1   [34]   package   in   R   software,    and   included   participant   ID   their   notifcations,   and   computers   to   read   (6.3%;   ideal:   7.1%)   and   act   
numbers   as   a   random   efect   to   account   for   individual   diferences   upon   (7.1%;   ideal:   8.0%)   them.   Overall,   the   trends   in   actual   and   ideal   
among   the   participants.   For   each   questionnaire,   we   labeled   the   usage   of   devices   were   consistent.   The   rare   selection   of   tablets   as   
actual   device   and   the   ideal   device   selected   by   participants   in   each   the   preferred   device   may   be   due   to   individual   participants’   specifc   
N-I   stage.   For   example,   if   a   given   participant   selected   their   phone   uses   and   preferences,   as   mentioned   in   the   interviews.   For   example,   
as   their   actual   device   and   a   computer   as   their   ideal   device   in   an   several   participants   mentioned   that   they   only   used   their   tablets   for   
ESM   questionnaire,   that   questionnaire   was   separated   into   two   data   specifc   purposes   and   others   mentioned   that   they   had   not   installed   
points,   each   containing   a   one-hot   encoded   vector   indicating   the   the   relevant   notifcation-emitting   applications   on   their   tablets.   On   
device   and   the   actual/ideal   label   (e.g.,   "actual",   [1,   0,   0,   0],   "ideal",   [0,   the   other   hand,   participants’   ideal   usage   of   devices   was   slightly   
0,   1,   0]).   To   examine   the   diference   between   ideal   and   actual   usage   higher   than   their   actual   usage.   This   was   related   to   the   fact   that   they   
of   each   device,   we   considered   the   actual/ideal   label   as   a   predictor   were   able   to   name   their   preferred   devices   regardless   of   whether   
of   whether   the   device   was   selected   (either   as   an   actual   device   or   they   actually   used   them   in   the   study.   However,   the   diferences   be-
the   ideal   device)   or   not.   The   equation   used   to   achieve   this   was:   tween   actual   and   ideal   usage   indicate   that   there   were   discrepancies   
���(���������   )  =   �   ∗ (��   ) +  ��   ,   where   ���������   is   the   odds   of   the   between   the   devices   participants   preferred   to   use   and   the   devices   
specifed   device   being   selected   as   the   top-1;   �   is   the   coefcient   they   actually   used.   
of   the   categorical   variable   of   actual/ideal   labels   ��   ;   and   ��   is   the   
random   intercept.   4.1.2   Ideal   Device   Usage   in   Diferent   Device   Contexts.   Next,   we   

For   analyzing   relationships   between   device   context   and   N-I   stage,   divided   participants’   ideal   usage   of   devices   for   each   of   the   N-I   
however,   we   used   a   diferent   approach.   This   was   because   device   con- stages   according   to   which   device   contexts   applied   to   the   devices   at   
texts   were   not   exclusive   categories,   and   most   of   the   time,   more   than   the   time.   In   Table   2,   above,   each   cell   contains   the   likelihood   of   the   
two   of   them   were   jointly   selected   by   the   participants   to   describe   participants   wanting   to   use   a   particular   type   of   device   for   a   given   
their   devices.   To   deal   with   this,   we   created   contingency   tables   and   N-I   stage   when   they   perceived   the   device   context   to   be   appropriate   
used   a   chi-square   test   of   independence   to   examine   the   association   to   it,   along   with   the   number   of   instances.   The   fve   device   contexts   
between   device   contexts   and   N-I   stages.   shown   in   the   table   rows   are:   View,   Sense,   Reach,   Use,   and   lastly,   

For   qualitative   analysis,   we   transcribed   our   interview   record- None,   defned   as   none   of   the   four   substantive   categories   named   
ings   and   used   afnity   diagramming   [39]   to   analyze   the   transcripts.   above   being   applicable   to   the   device.   The   fnal   row   represents   the   
We   iteratively   grouped   and   labeled   afnity   notes,   discussing   any   overall   likelihood   of   that   device   being   seen   as   ideal   for   that   N-I   
that   we   were   unsure   about.From   this   bottom-up   approach,   several   stage   regardless   of   its   device   context.   
themes   emerged,   including:   1)   potential   causes   of   the   reported   gaps   The   results   showed   that   participants’   ideal   usage   difered   
between   actual   and   ideal   usage,   and   2)   the   participants’   reasons   for   markedly   across   such   contexts.   First,   they   rarely   assigned   their   
using   or   not   using   specifc   devices   in   particular   contexts.   top   ranking   to   a   device   when   none   of   the   substantive   device   con-

texts   applied   to   their   situation.   However,   there   were   still   such   cases,   
4   RESULTS   suggesting   gaps   –   wanting   to   use   a   device   while   they   were   inac-
We   frst   take   a   look   at   our   participants’   actual   and   ideal   multi-device   cessible   at   the   time.   Because   there   were   many   instances   of   such   

usage   when   proceeding   to   each   of   the   notifcation-interaction   (N-I)   inaccessibility,   the   overall   likelihood   of   each   device   being   chosen   

stages.   We   next   reveal   the   gaps   between   actual   and   ideal   usage   on   a   as   the   top   ideal   device   was   dragged   down   to   quite   a   low   level.   
stage-by-stage   basis.   Finally,   we   explore   the   participants’   tendency   Phones   were   carried   by   the   participants   most   of   the   time,   and   as   
to   keep   using   the   same   device   for   proceeding   to   the   next   N-I   stage.   a   result,   the   overall   likelihood   of   their   being   rated   as   the   top   ideal   

device   in   every   N-I   stage   remained   similar   across   device   contexts.   
4.1   Actual   and   Ideal   Usage   of   Multiple   Devices   However,   computers’   and   tablets’   likelihoods   of   being   chosen   as   the   

for Interacting with Notifcations top   ideal   device   were   higher   when   participants   reported   they   could               
see   their   screens   than   they   could   take   them   out   for   use.   Specifcally,   

4.1.1   Actual   vs.   Ideal   Device   Usage   for   Proceeding   to   Each   Inter- tablets   whose   screens   could   be   seen   were   named   top   ideal   device   in   
action   Stage.   This   section   looks   at   participants’   actual   and   ideal   Glance   5.7%   of   the   time,   Read   6.8%   of   the   time,   and   Act   9.4%   of   the   
usage   of   devices.   For   ideal   device   usage,   in   particular,   because   the   time;   and   the   parallel   fgures   for   computers   whose   screens   could   
ESM   asked   the   participants   to   pick   all   ideal   devices   they   wanted   be   seen   were   16.4%,   25.1%,   and   29.5%.   All   of   these   likelihoods   were   
1R   Core   Team   (2021).   R:   A   language   and   environment               higher   than   their   counterparts   in   the   likelihoods   of            for statistical computing. R Foun- the Use context

2dation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.R-project.org/.                            (Tablets:   Glance   (1.4%):   � =   3.732,   �   =   .053,   � �   =   1,   Read   (0.6%):   

Tseng, et al. 

https://www.R-project.org
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Table 1: Actual and Ideal usage of devices for proceeding to each notifcation-interaction stage 

Phone Tablet Computer Wearable 
Device 
Usage 

notice glance read act notice glance read act notice glance read act notice glance read act 

Actual 80.1% 82.0% 79.3% 76.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.2% 2.8% 2.9% 6.3% 7.1% 9.3% 8.6% 0.6% 0.0% 
(1311) (1278) (737) (595) (4) (4) (1) (1) (42) (42) (53) (52) (103) (91) (4) (0) 

Ideal 96.6% 89.6% 92.1% 91.7% 8.3% 0.7% 0.6% 0.9% 13.5% 4.5% 7.1% 8.0% 35.5% 9.0% 1.5% 0.2% 
(1582) (1200) (777) (677) (107) (7) (4) (5) (201) (55) (54) (55) (394) (78) (9) (1) 

Table 2: Ideal usage of devices for proceeding to each notifcation-interaction stage, by device context 

Phone Tablet Computer Wearable 
Device 
Context 

notice glance read act notice glance read act notice glance read act notice glance read act 

View 97.4% 
(1439) 

91.0% 
(1118) 

92.8% 
(723) 

92.7% 
(621) 

28.2% 
(33) 

5.7% 
(5) 

6.8% 
(4) 

9.4% 
(5) 

33.4% 
(128) 

16.4% 
(52) 

25.1% 
(48) 

29.4% 
(48) 

45.6% 
(236) 

10.7% 
(44) 

2.0% 
(6) 

0.4% 
(1) 

Sense 98.3% 
(1285) 

91.6% 
(974) 

93.1% 
(644) 

93.0% 
(554) 

28.7% 
(27) 

4.6% 
(3) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

31.5% 
(87) 

14.6% 
(32) 

24.1% 
(33) 

26.1% 
(31) 

48.6% 
(265) 

15.9% 
(60) 

2.0% 
(6) 

0.4% 
(1) 

Reach 96.8% 
(1438) 

90.3% 
(1095) 

92.3% 
(735) 

91.8% 
(639) 

19.2% 
(41) 

1.9% 
(3) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

31.1% 
(136) 

12.2% 
(42) 

21.3% 
(47) 

24.9% 
(50) 

44.8% 
(277) 

12.3% 
(55) 

1.3% 
(4) 

0.3% 
(1) 

Use 96.9% 
(1511) 

90.3% 
(1149) 

92.3% 
(769) 

92.1% 
(669) 

11.9% 
(47) 

1.4% 
(4) 

0.6% 
(1) 

0.6% 
(1) 

26.4% 
(144) 

9.9% 
(42) 

18.0% 
(49) 

20.0% 
(41) 

42.3% 
(280) 

11.8% 
(56) 

1.5% 
(5) 

0.3% 
(1) 

None 90.0% 
(9) 

42.9% 
(3) 

100.0% 
(5) 

100.0% 
(5) 

6.2% 
(54) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

5.1% 
(46) 

0.4% 
(3) 

0.9% 
(4) 

0.9% 
(4) 

14.8% 
(56) 

4.4% 
(15) 

0.5% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

Overall 96.6% 
(1582) 

89.6% 
(1200) 

92.1% 
(777) 

91.7% 
(677) 

8.2% 
(107) 

0.7% 
(7) 

0.6% 
(4) 

0.9% 
(5) 

13.5% 
(201) 

4.5% 
(55) 

7.1% 
(54) 

8.0% 
(55) 

35.5% 
(394) 

9.0% 
(78) 

1.5% 
(9) 

0.2% 
(1) 

2  2� =   5.025,   �   =   .025,   � �   =   1,   Act   (0.7%):      � =   7.979,   �   =   .005,   as   the   top   ideal   device   for   a   particular   N-I   stage,   the   participants   
   =   1; Computer: 2     Glance   (9.9%):      � � � =   6.341,   �   =   .012,   � �   =   1,   did   not   use   them   only   14.2%   of   the   time   (n   =   378),   which   ranged   

Read 2   (18.0%):     2� =   3.015,   �   =   .083,   � �   =   1,   Act   (20.0%):     � =   4.402,   from   12%-18%   of   the   time.   In   most   such   cases,   this   was   because   the   
�   =   .036,   � �   =   1).   Moreover,   when   tablets   could   be   sensed   as   well   intended   stages   did   not   happen   at   all,   or   not   at   that   moment,   and   
as   having   their   screens   visible,   they   were   chosen   nearly   28%   of   the   not   because   the   participant   had   opted   to   use   some   other   device.   
time   as   one   of   the   devices   for   noticing   notifcations:   considerably   The   only   exception   was   participants   noticing   notifcation   alerts   on   
more   often   than   they   could   be   taken   out   for   use   (11.9%,   view   vs.   use:  their   wearable   devices,   which   took   place   5.4%   of   the   time   when   
2 2�   =   16 . 887,   �   <   .001,   � �   =   1;   sense   vs.   use:     � =   15.360,   �   <   .001,  they   ranked   their   phone   as   their   ideal   option   for   this   N-I   stage.   

� �   =   1).   A   diferent   pattern   was   observed   with   wearable   devices,   For   computers,   the   gap   at   the   glance   stage   was   very   obvious.   
which   our   participants   were   about   equally   likely   to   choose   as   one   of   That   is,   at   those   times   when   participants   ranked   computers   as   
the   devices   for   noticing   notifcations   irrespective   of   device   context.   their   number-one   ideal   device   for   glancing   at   notifcations,   they   
To   sum   up,   the   participants’   ideal   usage   of   devices   was   infuenced   only   used   them   for   that   purpose   in   50%   of   cases.   Even   among   the   
by   device   context,   and   such   infuence   difered   both   across   device   times   participants   ranked   computers   as   most   ideal   for   reading   and   
types   and   across   N-I   stages.   The   gaps   between   actual   and   ideal   acting   on   the   notifcations,   they   still   failed   to   use   them   for   those   
usage   will   be   explored   in   the   next   section.   two   N-I   stages   in   at   least   18%   of   instances.   Most   of   the   usage   that   

was   ideally   ascribed   to   computers   at   those   two   stages,   but   took   
4.2   Gaps   between   Ideal   and   Real   Usage   place   elsewhere,   in   fact   occurred   on   phones.   A   common   reason   

provided by participantsWe          for   using   their   phones   despite   ideally   4.2.1   Likelihood   of   a   Top-ranked   Device   Actually   Being   Used.      
wanting   toclosely compared the participants’ actual and ideal usage of    use   their   computers   was   that   the   latter   “was   not   with   me”                              devices   
(P26).   However, they also mentioned otherin each ESM                reasons,   such   as   that   the            response.   Table   3   shows   the   likelihoods   of   each   device   
computer’s appbeing used to proceed       for   receiving   that   notifcation   was   inactive   or   “not               to   an   N-I   stage   when   that   device   was   named   

(P2). However, up to 11% of the time, these participantsthe   top   one   for   that   stage   –   or,   in   the   case of Notice stage, was launched”                                                
did   not   end   up   using   any   device   to   proceed   to   the   Read   and   Actselected.       Among   the   268   self-reported   ideal   usage   in   which   a   non-
stages.phone device was named as the top                         ideal   one   for   proceeding   to   

Wearable devices wereone of the following N-I stages – Glance, Read, or Act, they were          also   more   prone   than   computers   to   gaps                                          
between   actual   and   ideal   usage.   Whenactually used by    they   were   ranked   as   most            the   participant   for   proceeding   to   that   stage   only   
ideal for glancing at and reading notifcations, our participants49.3%   of   the   time   (n   =   132). Furthermore, among the 173                                           sampled   
actually   used them for those purposes 11%notifcations in which a non-phone device was ever named as a                   and   22%   of   the   time,                                    top   
respectively. At times whenideal one, irrespective of N-I stage, only in 43.3% of these instances             participants   ideally   wanted   to   use                                       
wearables   to   glance   at   and   read   notifcations,   they didthese devices was actually       not   use               used   (n   =   75).   These   two   results   suggest   
any   device   to   proceed   to   Glance   in 26% of cases, or to Read inclear   gaps   between actual                               and   ideal   usage   for   non-phone-devices.   
33%   of   cases.In contrast,    For   these   instances,   participants   reported   that   they         among   the   2,654   instances   where   phones   were   ranked   
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Table 3: Distribution of actual device usage vs. devices ranked as ideal, by notifcation-interaction stage 

Actual Usage 
Top-ranked 
Device 

N-I Stage Phone Tablet Computer Wearable No Device Used 

Phone 

notice 82.0% (1297) 0.3% (4) 1.5% (24) 5.4% (85) 10.9% (172) 
glance 87.8% (1053) 0.3% (4) 2.6% (31) 9.3% (112) 
read 85.7% (666) 0.4% (3) 0.1% (1) 13.8% (107) 
act 82.3% (557) 0.2% (1) 17.6% (119) 

Tablet 

notice 79.4% (85) 3.7% (4) 1.9% (2) 15.0% (16) 
glance 100.0% (7) 0.0% (0) 
read 75.0% (3) 25.0% (1) 
act 80.0% (4) 20.0% (1) 

Computer 

notice 61.2% (123) 0.5% (1) 19.9% (40) 6.5% (13) 11.9% (24) 
glance 45.5% (25) 49.1% (27) 1.8% (1) 3.6% (2) 
read 14.8% (8) 74.1% (40) 11.1% (6) 
act 12.7% (7) 81.8% (45) 5.5% (3) 

Wearable 

notice 63.2% (249) 2.3% (9) 24.4% (96) 10.2% (40) 
glance 52.6% (41) 21.8% (17) 25.6% (20) 
read 55.6% (5) 11.1% (1) 33.3% (3) 
act 0.0% (0) 100.0% (1) 

Note. An empty cell indicates that no data points existed in our dataset for that combination 

only   wanted   to   use   their   wearable   devices   to   attend   to   certain   role,   albeit   a   minor   one,   in   whether   they   would   use   their   phones   as   
notifcations   but   not   other   devices,   some   examples   provided   by   the   desired   for   glancing   at   notifcations.   
participants   including:   "sleep   report"   (P8),   "weather"   (P16),   as   P8   When   computers   were   deemed   the   ideal   device   for   reading   and   
said,   "It’s   too   troublesome   to   use   the   phone   to   see   my   sleep   report.   It’s   acting   on   notifcations,   they   were   much   more   often   in   states   of   
faster   to   use   smartwatch."   Thus,   when   they   did   not   use   wearable   being   viewable,   reachable   and   usable   when   they   were   actually   
devices   for   these   N-I   stages,   they   did   not   use   their   other   devices   to   used   vs.   when   they   were   not   actually   used,   but   not   in   a   state   of   
do 2   so   either.   sensible   (Read:   viewable:      � =   6.600,   �   =   .010,   � �   =   1;   sensible:   

Finally,   in 2 2   the   relatively   small   number   of   instances   where   tablets   �   =   1.440,   �   =   .230,   � �   =   1;   reachable:      � =   11.431,   �   <   .001,   
were   ranked   as   the   number-one   ideal   device   for  interacting 2    with   � �   =   1,   usable:      � =   10.240,   �   =   .001,   � �   =   1;   Act:   viewable:   
notifcations   in   the   second,   third and fourth N-I stages, the 2 2                  par- �   =   4.632,   �   =   .031,   � �   =   1;   sensible:     � =   1.601,   �   =   .206, 
ticipants still rarely used them for this purpose; and in all such 1; reachable: 2                                      � �   =         �  =   8.945,   �   =   .003,   � �   =   1,   usable: 2    �  =   13.342,   
instances,   they   ended   up   using   their   phones   instead.   The   context   �   <   .001,   � �   =   1;).   On   the   other   hand,   when   computers   were   
information   participants   provided   in   these   ESM   instances   indicated   deemed   the   ideal   device   for   glancing   at   notifcations,   they   were   also   
that   they   were   sometimes   undertaking   entertainment   activities.   much   more   often   in   states   of   being   reachable   and   usable   when   they   

were   actually   used   vs.   when   they   were   not   actually   used,   but   not   
4.2.2   Diferences   in   Device   Context   Between   Realized   and   Unrealized   in   the   former 2   two   substantive   device   context   (viewable:      =   0 560, 
Ideal   Usage.   Next, we investigated � .

         how   device   contexts   difered   
�   =   .454,   � �   =   1;   sensible: 2   �   =   0.907,   �   =   .341,   � �   =   1;   reachable:   between   scenarios   in   which   the   ideal   device   was   actually   used   vs.   2   � =   13.581,   �   <   .001,   � �   =   1,   usable: 2   �   =   13.581,   �   <   .001,   not.   Figure   3   shows   these   diferences.   In   it,   a   positive   value   indicates   
� �   =   1).   This   indicates   that   computers’   viewability/audibility   was   that   a   particular   device   context   was   more   often   associated   with   an   less   vital   to   whether   participants   could   use   them   as   desired   for   ideal   device   being   actually   used   than   with   it   not   being   used;   and   a   glancing   at   notifcations   than   it   was   in   the   cases   of   reading   and   negative   value   means   the   opposite.   A   large   positive   value   therefore   acting.   Together,   these   results   suggest   that   whether   computers   indicates   a   relatively   close   association   between   the   device   context   were   reachable   and   usable   at   the   moment   was   vital   to   whether   they   and   the   device   being   actually   used   as   desired.   Note   that   tablet   is   not   (when   deemed   the   ideal   device)   would   actually   be   used   as   desired   presented   in   this   section   because   the   number   of   times   tablets   were   to   interact   with   notifcations,   irrespective   of   N-I   stage.   On   the   other   selected   as   an   ideal   device   was   too   small   to   further   separate   such   hand,   whether   they   were   in   a   screen-viewable   state   was   also   vital   occurrences   by   device   context.   As   Figure   3   shows,   the   associations   to   whether   people   would   eventually   use   them   to   read   and   act   upon   between   device   context   and   whether   an   ideal   device   was   actually   notifcations.   used   varied   both   among   devices   and   among   device   contexts.   For   

instance,   participants’   perceived   device   context   seemed   to   play   a   



           
                   

   

                                                               
read   stage   and   (c)   act   stage.   

Finally,   when   wearable   devices   were   deemed   ideal   for   glanc- every   N-I   stage;   and   suggests   the   very   high   impact   of   people’s   
ing   at   notifcations,   they   were   much   more   often   in   states   of   being   desire   for   continuity   in   the   N-I   process.   
reachable   and   usable   when   they   were   actually   used   than   they   were   With   regard   to   the   ideal   fow   between   N-I   stages,   this   desire   
not 2   actually   used   (reachable:      � =   8.071,   �   =   .004,   � �   =   1;   usable:   for   continuing   the   N-I   process   on   the   same   device   became   more   
2   � =   7.312,   �   =   .007,   � �   =   1).   This   phenomenon   appeared   to   also   obvious   in   its   later   stages.   Participants   wanted   to   continue   using   

apply   to   these   devices   being   deemed   ideal   for   reading   notifcations;   their   tablets   and   computers   27.9%   and   55.4%   of   the   time,   respectively,   
yet,   these   cases   were   rare   in   our   dataset   (N=6),   and   thus   the   difer- when   they   wanted   to   glance   at   and   notice   them   on   the   same   device.   
ence   between   device   contexts   for   this   stage   was   not   statistically   However,   when   they   wanted   to   use   them   to   glance   at   notifcations   
signifcant.   This   result   suggests   that   whether   these   devices   could   and   read   them   on   these   same   two   device   types,   the   parallel   fgures   
be   sensed   also   mattered   to   whether   they   would   actually   be   used   for   were   81.8%   and   92.2%;   and   the   likelihoods   then   increased   to   93.3%   
glancing   at   notifcations.   and   95.6%   in   the   transition   from   Read   to   Act.   

All   of   these   results   above   resonates   with   the   results   presented   Wearable   devices   exhibited   a   distinctive   pattern,   possibly   due   
in   the   previous   sections,   suggesting   that   there   were   associations   to   their   limited   capabilities.   The   likelihood   of   such   a   device   being   
between   device   context   and   whether   participants   wanted   to   use,   chosen   as   ideal   after   participants   had   glanced   at   it   declined   to   less   
and   would/could   actually   use   their   ideal   devices   for   proceeding   to   than   28%;   and   this   decline   continued   as   the   N-I   process   unfolded.   
particular   N-I   stage.   This   result   corresponds   to   many   participants   reported   that   their   

wearable   device   did   not   allow   them   to   act   on   their   notifcations,   
or   made   doing   so   inconvenient.   The   decline   was   also   observed   in   
their   ideal   fow   between   devices:   from   52.9%,   31.5%,   down   to   20.8%.   

4.3   Switching   between   vs.   Continuing   to   Use   
Devices   5   DISCUSSION   

Finally,   we   found   that   the   desire   to   continue   N-I   on   the   same   device   
                     played   a   signifcant   role   in   participants’   choice   of   device.   That   is,   5.1 Device Context is Key to Understanding

when   participants   had   used   or   wanted   to   use   a   particular   device   to   Gaps   between   Actual   and   Ideal   Usage   
proceed   to   a   particular   N-I   stage,   the   likelihood   of   them   wanting   to   Our   fndings   align   with   existing   research   on   the   use   of   multiple   
continue   using   the   same   device   for   its   following   N-I   stage   was   high.   devices,   in   that   they   confrm   the   importance   of   personal   prefer-
Figures   4(a)   and   4(b)   respectively   show   the   likelihood   of   partici- ences   for   devices   and   the   important   role   of   users’   perceptions   of   
pants’   desire   to   use   the   same   device   for   proceeding   to   the   next   N-I   device   characteristics   in   shaping   those   preferences.   For   example,   
stage   when   they   1)   had   used   and   2)   wanted   to   use   that   device   for   participants   in   our   study   cited   factors   such   as   screen   size,   proximity,   
the   previous   stage.   Here,   we   included   all   cases   where   participants   ease   of   input,   availability   of   software,   and   connectivity   as   reasons   
listed   the   device   as   the   top   ideal   one,   regardless   of   whether   they   for   their   device   preferences[2,   14,   15,   41,   63,   71,   72,   76].   However,   
had   listed   any   subsidiary   ideal   ones   or   not.   This   was   because,   in   our   results   extend   the   existing   literature   by   showing   that   these   
all   these   cases,   the   participants   wanted   to   continue   using   the   same   preferences   largely   refected   users’   perceptions   of   the   suitability   of   
device.   a   particular   device   for   a   given   N-I   stage,   based   on   their   perceptions   

In   Figure   4(a),   very   high   likelihoods   are   shown   for   both   phones   of   the   characteristics   of   their   devices.   For   example,   although   partic-
and   computers   continuing   to   be   used   after   being   utilized   for   the   ipants   mostly   preferred   to   use   their   phones   and   rarely   used   their   
previous   N-I   stage.   Although   in   the   case   of   tablets   the   number   tablets   across   all   N-I   stages,   they   used   computers   mainly   for   read-
of   samples   was   low   (n   =   5),   it   is   noteworthy   that   in   all   of   these   ing   full   notifcation   content   and   acting   upon   it;   and   used   wearable   
instances,   they   wanted   to   use   their   tablet   to   proceed   to   the   next   N-I   devices   mainly   in   the   Notice   and   Glance   stages.   
stage   instead   of   switching   to   a   diferent   device.   This   result   shows   Additionally,   while   prior   studies   have   mainly   focused   on   high-
that   tablets   were   the   devices   least   likely   to   be   chosen   as   ideal   in   level   contexts   such   as   activity   [9,   41],   location   [29,   31,   76],   social   
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3: Comparison of the occurrence of top-ranked devices being not used vs. used, by device context. (a) glance stage, (b)
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(a) (b) 

Figure   4:   The   likelihood   of   a   device   being   chosen   as   the   number-one   ideal   device   for   proceeding   to   the   next   N-I   stage   (a)   after   
the   participant   had   used   that   device   for   its   preceding   stage,   and   (b)   when   participants   had   named   that   device   as   ideal   for   its   
preceding   stage   

context   [9,   29,   31,   48],   and   privacy   concerns   [9,   29,   48],   with   some   5.2   Switching   to   a   Diferent   Device   vs.   
research   also   examining   the   role   of   proximity   in   device   choice   [76],   Continuing   to   Use   the   Same   One   
our   fndings   suggest   that,   in   addition   to   proximity,   device   context   Lastly,   our   results   show   that,   in   addition   to   device   context   and   
plays   a   signifcant   role.   Specifcally,   we   found   that   the   gaps   between   personal   preferences,   participants’   ideal   choices   of   devices   for   pro-
participants’   actual   and   ideal   usage   of   devices   were   often   linked   ceeding   to   particular   N-I   stages   was   heavily   infuenced   by   which   
to   their   perceptions   of   certain   device   contexts   as   ideal   for   certain   device   they   had   used   to   undertake   (or   had   wanted   to   undertake)   the   
N-I   stages.   These   gaps   were   particularly   noticeable   for   non-phone   previous   N-I   stage.   This   result   is   somewhat   conceptually   similar   to   
devices,   which   our   results   showed   were   used   for   their   intended   N-I   Mehrotra   et   al.’s   [41]   result   that   the   devices   users   used   for   previous   
stages   in   less   than   half   of   the   cases.   Other   than   lack   of   proximity,   notifcations   would   infuence   their   choice   of   devices   for   the   next,   
out   participants’   frequently   cited   reasons   for   not   using   such   devices   in   the   sense   that   it   describes   users’   tendency   of   using   the   same   
included   them   being   in   a   bag,   their   screens   not   being   visible,   and   device.   But   it   difers   in   the   sense   that   it   concerns   the   continuity   of   
their   not   being   turned   on.   The   participants   also   reported   that   they   diferent   stages   of   interactions   with   the   same   notifcation.   That   is,   
often   had   to   use   an   alternative   device   when   they   did   not   (or   perhaps   while   many   previous   studies   on   multi-device   usage   suggest   that   
could   not)   use   their   top-ranked   device   for   their   intended   purpose   –   users   switch   devices   to   improve   their   performance   and   workfow   
in   some   cases,   because   they   did   not   want   to   expend   the   extra   efort   [17,   30,   60,   80],   we   found   that   in   the   context   of   N-I,   people   displayed   
it   would   have   taken   to   make   the   device   suitable   for   their   intended   a   salient   tendency   to   proceed   from   their   present   N-I   stage   to   the   
context   (e.g.,   making   it   “visibly   available”).   In   other   cases,   however,   next   on   the   same   device.   In   the   case   of   non-phone   devices,   and   es-
participants   reported   that   they   did   not   use   an   alternative   device   pecially   rarely   used   ones   such   as   tablets,   this   likelihood   was   much   
simply   because   they   preferred   to   use   their   ideal   device.   higher   than   the   participants’   overall   actual   usage.   

Our   results   also   indicated   that,   from   the   user’s   perspective,   cer- We   also   noted   that   participants   occasionally   considered   the   possi-
tain   device   contexts   might   be   more   or   less   important   than   others   bility   of   device-switching   for   subsequent   N-I   stages   when   reporting   
when   it   comes   to   deciding   whether   a   given   device   should   be   used   their   ideal   fow   among   devices,   possibly   due   to   consideration   of   
for   a   specifc   N-I   stage.   For   example,   phones’   actual   and   ideal   usage   the   devices’   suitability   for   each   stage;   but   in   reality,   they   mostly   
were   similar   regardless   of   our   four   main   device   contexts,   whereas   just   continued   to   the   next   N-I   stage   on   the   same   device.   On   the   
computers   were   less   likely   to   be   considered   the   most   ideal   device   surface,   such   high   actual   device   continuity   across   N-I   stages   might   
for   reading   and   acting   on   notifcations   when   participants   reported   be   attributed   to   participants   being   in   situations   where   that   par-
that   they   could   not   see   their   screens;   in   contrast,   wearable   devices   ticular   device   was   ideal   for   all   N-I   stages   from   their   perspective.   
were   more   frequently   named   as   the   ideal   means   of   noticing   noti- However,   it   seems   just   as   likely   that   participants   wanted   to   reduce   
fcation   alerts   when   participants   could   sense   them,   compared   to   the   attentional   and/or   time   cost   of   switching   devices   for   interacting   
when   they   could   see   their   screens.   Our   fndings   that   a   device   being   with   the   same   notifcations,   following   the   principle   of   least   efort   
in   a   certain   state   afected   whether   it   was   considered   ideal   for   use   [81].However,   we   are   unable   to   confdently   conclude   from   our   
in   specifc   N-I   stages   suggest   that   a   future   multi-device   notifcation   dataset   whether   or   not   users’   desire   to   proceed   smoothly   through   
ecosystem   should   take   into   account   not   only   the   use   of   multiple   the   N-I   stages   was   more   infuential   on   their   ideal   and   actual   choices   
devices,   but   also   the   impact   of   specifc   device   contexts   on   diferent   of   devices   for   those   stages   than   their   preference   of   devices.   It   is   
stages   of   the   N-I   process.   In   Section   5.3,   we   provide   more   discus- also   likely   that   the   perceived   overhead   involved   in   switching   and   
sion   of   this   study’s   implications   for   the   design   of   future   notifcation   managing   confgurations   and   information   across   multiple   devices   
ecosystems.   [24,   58]   play   a   vital   role.   Future   research   should   therefore   include   

deeper   investigation   into   the   tensions   among   them.   
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Finally,   it   is   noteworthy   that   participants’   self-reported   ideal   multiple   devices.   On   the   other   hand,   once   notifcations   are   not   
fow   among   devices   for   proceeding   to   the   four   N-I   stages   to   a   large   automatically   dismissed,   MDNEs   should   ofer   efcient   dismissal   
extent   resonates   with   previous   studies   on   the   distinction   between   options,   such   as   batch   dismissing   all   read   or   unmarked   notifcations.   
attentiveness   and   responsiveness   [12,   35,   78].   That   is,   on   average,   Furthermore,   if   users   want   to   hide   already   read   notifcations,   the   
our   participants   reported   ideally   wanting   to   use   the   same   device   MDNE   can   provide   options   such   as   moving   them   to   a   less   visible   
for   Read   and   Act,   but   not   minding   whether   the   same   device   was   location.   
used   for   Glance   and   Notice   –   indicating   that   the   frst   two   N-I   stages   Our   second   high-level   recommendation   is   that   MDNEs   should   
were   the   most   dissimilar   and   the   last   two   N-I   stages   were   the   most   learn   from   users’   device   choices,   device   contexts,   and   N-I   process   
similar,   in   terms   of   the   device   suitable   for   performing   them.   fow   across   multiple   devices   over   time.   If   efective   learning   of   such   

patterns   is   to   occur,   it   would   be   benefcial   to   grant   users   the   afore-
mentioned   fexibility   to   select   a   specifc   device   to   use   for   a   given   N-I   

5.3   Design   Implications   stage,   as   otherwise   their   choice   of   device   might   not   be   their   ideal   
Most   of   the   time,   our   participants   considered   their   phones   to   be   ones.   Before   such   a   system   has   learned   a   user’s   individual   pattern,   
the   ideal   devices   for   all   N-I   stages,   indicating   that   phones   are   of- it   can   use   our   results   as   a   basis   for   making   default   delivery   choices,   
ten   suitable   and   sufcient   for   completing   all   stages.   However,   the   such   as   not   displaying   notifcations   on   a   computer   when   its   screen   
fact   that   many   of   them   ranked   non-phone   devices   as   their   ideal   is   not   visible   to   the   user,   or   not   generating   alerts   on   a   wearable   
choices   for   certain   N-I   stages   suggests   that   a   multi-device   notifca- when   it   is   not   being   worn   by   the   user.   Once   the   MDNE   has   learned   
tion   ecosystem   (MDNE)   could   be   benefcial.   Our   identifcation   of   such   patterns,   on   the   other   hand,   we   recommend   that   it   deliver   and   
gaps   also   highlights   the   potential   benefts   of   an   MDNE,   insofar   as   present   notifcations   based   on   them.   If   the   user’s   ideal   device   for   
it   could   bridge   them   to   better   support   people’s   ideal   device   usage   a   given   notifcation   is   not   in   the   preferred   context   for   interacting   
and   reduce   their   reliance   on   any   one   particular   device.   This,   in   with   it,   the   MDNE   should   defer   that   notifcation   until   the   ideal   
turn,   could   improve   users’   workfow   across   devices   [60,   80].   Our   device   is   in   that   context.   For   example,   it   could   defer   notifcations   
design   proposals   for   an   MDNE   focus   on   enabling   users   to   efectively   that   users   prefer   to   receive   on   wearables   until   the   wearables   are   
perform   the   N-I   stages   across   multiple   devices.   being   worn,   or   defer   notifcations   that   require   large   screens   for   

One   key   recommendation   is   that   users   should   be   provided   with   content   display   until   the   computer   screen   is   on   and   visible   to   the   
the   fexibility   to   select   a   specifc   device   to   use   for   a   given   N-I   stage   user.   Such   deferral   aligns   well   with   users’   tendency   to   continue   
for   a   given   set   of   notifcations.   Currently,   this   is   not   viable   because   interacting   with   a   given   notifcation   on   the   same   device   they   began   
notifcations   are   created   and   stored   locally   on   diferent   devices   and   interacting   with   it   on,   as   it   would   allow   them   to   perform   all   N-I   
are   not   synchronized   across   devices   such   as   phones,   tablets,   and   stages   in   rapid   succession   on   the   device   they   prefer.   However,   as   
computers.   Based   on   our   fnding   that   users   sometimes   considered   some   notifcations   may   be   time-sensitive,   users   should   be   given   the   
non-phone   devices   to   be   more   suitable   for   certain   N-I   stages   (e.g.,   option   to   activate   or   deactivate   this   deferral   feature   and   customize   
preferring   to   use   computers   for   the   last   two   stages),   we   recommend   its   settings.   In   any   case,   additional   research   on   the   deferral   of   noti-
that   future   MDNEs   enable   notifcations   to   be   synchronized   across   fcations   will   be   needed   if   we   are   to   understand   users’   perceptions   
devices,   allowing   users   to   have   this   fexibility.   Such   synchronization   of   the   tradeof   between   device   suitability   and   the   need   to   deal   with   
could   also   potentially   resolve   the   issue   of   duplicate   notifcations   notifcations   in   a   timely   way.   
across   devices   [15],   by   removing   notifcations   dismissed   on   one   
device   from   all   the   users’   other   synchronized   devices.   Currently,   
certain   communication-related   applications   ofer   their   own   syn- 5.4   Study   Limitations   
chronization   features,   but   notifcation   synchronization   allows   users   The   current   study   is   subject   to   several   limitations.   First,   despite   
to   have   the   same   fexibility   for   all   types   of   notifcations.   This   means   having   a   similar   sample   size   to   that   of   many   other   ESM   studies   (e.g.   
that   users   can   manage   and   access   their   notifcations   in   the   same   [7,   11,   32,   35,   37,   44]),   it   did   not   have   enough   participants   for   us   
way   across   diferent   applications   and   devices.   For   this   synchroniza- to   analyze   the   interwoven   relationships   of   device   contexts,   device   
tion   to   efectively   support   users’   performance   of   the   N-I   stages,   an   preferences,   the   participants’   tendency   not   to   engage   in   device-
MDNE   provider   should   encourage   application   developers   to   make   switching   across   N-I   stages,   notifcation   types,   sensor   data,   and   
their   apps   available   across   devices.   This   is   because,   as   mentioned   by   other   contextual   factors   such   as   activity,   location,   and   perceived   
some   participants,   software   availability   was   a   factor   that   hindered   social   environment.   In   addition,   we   also   did   not   gather   information   
them   from   using   particular   devices.   on   various   other   factors   that   might   have   afected   their   responses   in   

It   is   noteworthy   that,   however,   for   cross-device   N-I   stage   syn- the   moment,   such   as   alert   modalities,   notifcation   settings,   device   
chronization   to   be   successful,   it   is   essential   for   MDNEs   to   avoid   au- specifcations   (e.g.   screen   size,   keyboard   style),   delays   in   notifca-
tomatically   dismissing   notifcations   after   they   are   read,   as   it   would   tion   presentation,   and   whether   they   were   actively   using   a   device   at   
result   in   already   read   notifcations   being   removed   on   all   other   a   given   moment.   However,   because   many   of   them   were   not   neces-
devices,   making   interaction   with   notifcations   across   devices   im- sarily   observable   by   us   or   the   participants,   and   because   considering   
possible.   Therefore,   we   suggest   that   MDNEs   use   a   diferent   method   all   of   them   would   make   our   ESM   and   analysis   even   more   complex,   
to   indicate   notifcation   status,   such   as   using   colors   to   diferentiate   we   maintained   our   existing   focus   on   device   types,   device   contexts,   
between   read   and   unread   notifcations,   similar   to   an   email   inbox.   and   N-I   stages.   Given   this   absence,   the   present   paper   cannot   clarify   
Additionally,   MDNEs   should   enable   users   to   mark   notifcations   as   the   interrelationships   of   those   factors,   or   indeed   their   respective   
"to-do" or "pinned" items to be acted upon at a later time across 
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bilateral relationships with the factors we did study, as that would 
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have   required   a   much   larger   sample   size   for   each   such   condition   to   
ensure   that   we   had   enough   data   points   for   pairwise   comparisons   
among   them.   That   being   said,   the   factors   we   did   focus   on   have   
hitherto   received   relatively   little   attention,   despite   –   in   our   view   
–   being   essential   for   the   development   of   an   MDNE.   We   therefore   
encourage   future   researchers   to   extend   this   line   of   inquiry   to   in-
clude   the   impacts   and   interrelationships   of   all   the   factors   mentioned   
above,   perhaps   among   others.   

Second,   we   chose   to   let   participants   select   multiple   devices   for   
generating   notifcation   alerts   instead   of   –   as   in   the   other   N-I   stages   
–   only   their   top   devices,   on   the   grounds   that   the   latter   stages   re-
quired   the   user   to   initiate   attention-switching   to   a   single   device,   
whereas   alerts   are   initiated   by   a   system.   This   choice,   though   rea-
sonable   in   itself,   resulted   in   a   fundamental   diference   between,   on   
the   one   hand,   the   percentages   of   each   device   being   chosen   for   the   
Notice   stage,   and   on   the   other,   the   equivalent   (but   inevitably   lower)   
percentages   for   the   other   three   N-I   stages.   Thus,   direct   comparison   
of   statistics   between   Notice   and   the   other   stages   should   be   con-
ducted   with   caution;   and   we   encourage   future   researchers   to   let   
their   participants   also   rank   their   top   devices   in   the   Notice   stage,   to   
facilitate   direct   comparison   between   it   and   the   other   stages.   

Third,   given   the   relatively   low   prevalence   and   adoption   of   other   
types   of   devices   for   receiving   notifcations   in   the   market,   we   could   
only   focus   our   inquiry   on   four   device   types.   However,   not   all   of   
our   participants   owned   all   four   focal   kinds   of   device,   though   all   
had   smartphones.   This   could   have   made   device   prevalence   another   
factor   that   infuenced   their   actual   usage,   and   even   possibly   their   
preferences,   as   a   result   of   implicit   association   [23].   Although   our   
fndings   regarding   device   preferences   for   performing   specifc   inter-
actions   with   notifcations   resonate   with   those   of   previous   studies   
[41,   76],   it   is   possible   that   the   uneven   distribution   of   device   types   
among   our   participants   could   have   impacted   the   overall   patterns   of   
preference   that   we   observed.   Moreover,   our   study   was   conducted   in   
the   early   post-COVID   pandemic   period   (i.e.,   in   May   2022)   and   the   
participants   were   mostly   young   Android   users   in   Taiwan.   There-
fore,   the   participants’   cross-device   experiences   and   preferences   
could   difer   from   those   of   iOS   users,   older   people,   and   people   living   
in   other   parts   of   the   world   in   diferent   pandemic   situations.   

Fourth,   our   dataset   could   have   been   biased   towards   moments   
when   participants   were   more   likely   to   respond   to   ESM   question-
naires,   and   therefore   more   receptive   to   notifcations.   Additionally,   
the   fact   that   participants   were   only   able   to   complete   questionnaires   
on   their   phones,   rather   than   on   other   devices,   may   have   biased   our   
actual-usage   data   towards   the   usage   of   phones.   

6   CONCLUSION   
In   this   paper,   we   have   presented   the   results   of   an   ESM   study   that   
investigated   smartphone   users’   multi-device   interaction   with   no-
tifcations.   Unlike   other   multi-device   research,   it   revealed   gaps   
between   these   users’   actual   and   ideal   usage   of   multiple   devices   for   
N-I   across   its   multiple   stages,   including   noticing   the   alert,   glancing   
at   the   notifcation,   reading   the   full   content,   and   acting   upon   it.   In   
addition   to   revealing   these   gaps,   we   delineated   the   infuence   of   vari-
ous   device   contexts   on   device   choices,   and   how   the   aforementioned   
gaps   might   be   related   to   such   contexts,   which   were   further   shown   
to   be   device-type   specifc.   We   also   identifed   a   strong   tendency   
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for   people   to   continue   using   the   same   device   that   they   had   used   
to   complete   a   given   N-I   stage   to   proceed   to   the   next   such   stage.   
Lastly,   along   with   in-depth   discussion   of   these   fndings,   we   high-
lighted   design   implications   for   a   future   multi-device   notifcation   
ecosystem.   
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